
                                                                                          

 

ow 

aww shit                                                                                  

That hurt didn't it 

like an unexpected cut of the page, you’re trying to turn 

ache in your joints 

turns the cogs in your life; stiff 

 

Sarah has always been a strong woman,  

we don't always agree with each other  

but she bore her pain gracefully  

and she bore mine. 

 

Many years of living by the sea 

brought us a peaceful nip the city couldn't provide. 

Quiet and truth; the ability to hear above wind  

even its harsh salt did not erode her resolve  

 

through years of unfortunate circumstances 

She bore my father’s pain through his depression, 

she raised me alone through hers. 

I wasn't an easy child.  

 

Like the stones that covered our doorstep 

with every wave that skimmed them, 

our route became slippery and forever a slope. 

Beauty that is perilous with each wrong step. 

 

every panic attack, new method of acting out 

she cried, she screamed, she stroked my hair 

she taught me that pain wasn't going to ever change  

but the way I dealt with it could  

 

I could change the way I swam 

but not without perseverance. 

Every day the wind in my sail threatens 

to capsize my determination. 

 

Through the years I leant on her, 

even when she couldn't take my weight, 

forever an unbalanced scale                                                              

 

 

 

 



oofft fuck                                                                        

No grace in these steps                                                                 

no harness to help from tipping this ship.                           

It swayed from side to side  

like my world at the bottom                                                  

Of a gin bottle. 

       

My bottles float, but no SOS can be heard 

People look into my glass eyes 

 as shards escape them, they head no warning  

None but she 

 

The pile of divorce papers that dictated our lives, 

filled me with a dread of the carbon it left behind, 

in our world’s atmosphere and in my own. 

How could she not feel suffocated by the hurt’s pollution? 

 

It crashed upon me like each sharp wave 

Each new betrayal a gasp of salty ice 

they sink like rocks in my stomach. 

It holds me, keeps my pain frozen in time 

 

I am not home often 

but she doesn't resent the spread of my wing  

even when she has to save the gulls trapped  

in the oil that makes my surface gleam. 

 

Volunteering in the most heated of times 

Fire crackles, brings light to each new path we take 

my mother was 47 when fibromyalgia  

started to imitate the pain she carried within. 

 

Her island is small like that of castle stalker  

the bricks that built her walls are younger  

yet nothing can knock her 

a fortress only free on the tides will. 

 

Waking in the night to calls, accidents, disasters 

whirlwind scenarios and wild storms 

new waves that crash upon the beaches of our home.  

 
By Ciara Colthart 


